On 18 January 2013, RMUTSB President, Asst.Prof. Chariya Hasitpanitkun, accompanied by the CEOs, RMUTSB students and university staff celebrated the 8th RMUTSB Anniversary at the main auditorium. In the morning an alms-giving to Buddhist monks was held, followed by freeing the ready-to-breed fish, paying homage to His Majesty the King, donation money for the construction of the Buddha pavilion and presenting the trophies to RMUTSB’s most respected people.
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Dharma Practice: Withantasa Meditation

Rajamangala University of Technology in cooperation with Willpower Institute launched two trainings on Withantasa Meditation: Withantasa Meditation 1 (11 January 2012 – 11 April 2012), Withantasa Meditation 2 (7 November 2012 – 20 February 2013) The training was conducted from Monday to Wednesday from 16.30 – 18.00 pm. The training was both theory and practice. The theoretical training was honored by the Most Venerable Phra Thep Jetiyajan (Luang Por Viriyang Sirindaro) and for the practicum the participants were trained to do meditation by walking for 15 mins. and by sitting for 15 mins. After the training, the participants were evaluated. When they passed the test, they could move ahead to the site practice at Doi Inthanon, Chiangmai for 4 days 3 nights from Phranakorn Si Ayuthaya during 20 – 25 March 2013. Finally, they were given the certificate of ‘Meditation Trainer’ by Willpower Institute.

RMUTSB collaborated with SIPA operated the training of the care and maintenance of IT system in accordance with international standards

RMUTSB collaborated with The Software Industry Promotion Agency: SIPA (public organization) operated The Project of Incubation and Prepare Personnel to Enter the Industry. The Course of the Care and Maintenance of IT System in Accordance with International Standards. The project provided the theoretical training, actual practice, the testing of professional universal standard Certificate CompTIA A+ and work at the establishment after training. The president of RMUTSB, Asst.Prof.Chariya Hasitpanitkun. And The Deputy Director of the Strategy and Technology of SIPA, Mrs. Suwimon Dhevasilchaikul gave an honor to be co-presided over the course opening ceremony. Including invited lecturers from industrial sector and instructors from RMUTSB who passed the test of Certificate CompTIA A+ to be narrators between March 18 – 28, 2013 at the International Standard Training and Test Center, the Office of Academic Resources and Information Technology, RMUTSB, Nonthaburi Campus (North Arena).

Visiting Korea

The Deputy Dean of College of Management, Asst. Prof. Wasuthida Nuritmon and students visited Korea for studying the development of Technology, Economic and Society during March 14 – 18, 2013.
On February 8-9, 2013 Faculty of Agricultural Technology and Agro-Industry hosted an event called “1st Huntra Vichakarn” or “1st Academic Huntra”. The activities of the event were mainly distribution of the agricultural technology and agro-industry knowledge in forms of the research work of the faculty lecturers and students to the public, the academic exhibitions, the academic conference and various technical skills competitions.

There were many secondary school students in Ayutthaya province and the near-by joined this event with knowledge and fun. Hopefully, the participants would recognize that agricultural technology and agro-industry knowledge are extremely important in supporting the economic growth of the country.

The institute of research and development operated The Researcher Development Project (The Workshop Project: The National Research Project Management (NRPM System)) for personnel who responsible for the research of faculty / researchers learn to use NRPM system and be able to fill in details of the research project proposals and following the success of the research projects into NRPM system correctly. On Wednesday, January 23, 2013 at academic service building, the Office of Academic Resources and Information Technology, RMUTSB, Huntra Campus.

**1st Huntra Vichakarn or 1st Academic Huntra**

On February 8-9, 2013 Faculty of Agricultural Technology and Agro-Industry hosted an event called “1st Huntra Vichakarn” or “1st Academic Huntra”.

The activities of the event were mainly distribution of the agricultural technology and agro-industry knowledge in forms of the research work of the faculty lecturers and students to the public, the academic exhibitions, the academic conference and various technical skills competitions.

There were many secondary school students in Ayutthaya province and the near-by joined this event with knowledge and fun. Hopefully, the participants would recognize that agricultural technology and agro-industry knowledge are extremely important in supporting the economic growth of the country.

**The Award of Best Presented Concept on “The 7th Power of Dairy Thailand”**

RMUTSB Marketing students: Miss Rattikarn Plailamool, Miss Pornpimol Ekpetcha and Miss Siriporn Sudkaew won the award of Best Presented Concept on “The 7th Power of Dairy Thailand Toward AEC. The winners were presented with the trophy granted by Her Royal Highness Mahachakri Sirindhorn and the 20,000 baht award. This activity was organized by the Dairy Farming Promotion organization of Thailand on January 27, 2013. This group of students was under the supervision of Ms. Phanarai Kedlapi, lecturer.
Asst. prof. Paisan Burinwattana, Dean of the faculty of Business Administration and Information Technology and staffs visited Malaysia and Singapore during March 3 - 5, 2013. The visit was aimed towards developing staff competencies and preparing them for AEC.

On January 28, 2013 Mr. Suwut Toomthong, The Director of Academic Resources and Information Technology RMUTSB, Mr. Napakon Utakasem from TPQI and Mr. Charles Singh from CompTIA Thailand joined in the academic meeting at Durian-Non Meeting Room. The meeting focused on the exchange and discussion of the use of the certificate as an indicator of IT competency of the IT operators.

On 23 February 2013 the alumni students launched the project to increase social association between the present and alumni students at Chompuphantip Meeting Room of 22nd Building and at the courtyard activity center. This project was to provide a platform for the students to Share ideas and experience before they move into their workplace. The event was honored by three guest speakers : Asst.Prof.Phaisan Burinwattana, Dean of the Faculty of Business Administration and Information Technology ; Ms.Niramol Chanyam, Dean of Liberal Arts ; and Asst.Prof.Sombut Sirijanda, Deputy Dean of Liberal Arts.
Phra Dabos Foundation and RMUTSB on their 85th Community Mobile Service

Phra Dabos Foundation and RMUTSB performed their 85th Community Mobile Service during 23 – 24 February 2013 at Watchaihphum School, Sena District, Phranakorn Si Ayutthaya. The activities included, donating 5 wheel chairs produced by the Faculty of Industrial Education. This service was led by Admiral Chumpol Pajiusanon, the Privy Councilor and the Committee of Phra Dabos Foundation. And he presented 200 Royal’s survival kits to the local people.

Training on Writing Official Letters

On 26 – 27 February 2013 at Suvarnabhumi Meeting Room, RMUTSB Nonthaburi Campus, the training on writing official letters was held by the Department of Languages, Faculty of Liberal Arts. 20 officers from both government and private sectors in Nonthaburi Province attended the training.

Curriculum Development on Research Competency

On 11 – 12 March 2013 at Bang Krasor Meeting Room, the Office of Academic Resources and Information Technology, RMUTSB launched the training on curriculum development on research competencies for personnel of RMUTSB. 30 participants attended the training.

Announcement’s Day the goods DAY 2013

On 5 March 2013 Assoc.Prof.Sahaypol Meechooneuk, the Vice President presided over RMUTSB Nonthaburi Campus for presenting the commemorative certificate in recognition of the fame RMUTSB administrators, Lecturers and students made for the university.
The Faculty of Engineering and Architecture had made cooperation with the HIDA Association in semester 2/2013. And HIDA operated the culture training course and language course in semester 2/2013 and chose 8 students and 1 instructor from the Faculty of Engineering and Architecture for training and visiting the project of The Training Program on Japanese Corporate Culture for Thailand 2 [ENJT2] between March 6-15, 2013 at AOTS Chubu Kenshu Center, Japan. This project was intended for students to learn Japanese culture, technologies and behavior to prepare for working with Japanese companies in Thailand.

Preparing for English Camp Project

On March 11, 2013 the Faculty of Engineering and Architecture led by the Head of the Dean’s Office, Assistant Dean and Head of Quality Assurances Office welcomed foreign guests from the Liberty University from the USA. And the Principle of Global English School, Nonthaburi came to visit and gave information for preparing English Camp Project of the faculty.

AIDS Campaign Project

On Thursday 14, 2013, the Faculty of Engineering and Architecture, Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering Field, RMUTSB operated the AIDS Campaign Project at The Mall (Ngam-Wongwan), 1st floor. Asst. Prof. Tuanjai Archevapanich and students of the electronics and telecommunication engineering field were operators. The target groups were students and general public in amount of 1000. And the Nonthaburi governor, Mr.Wichian Phutthiwinyu was a chairman opening speech and the president of the red cross, Nonthaburi public health physician and Nonthaburi public health network attended the activity. Asst. Prof. Tuanjai Archevapanich received a certificate of the dedication for operating the education to develop the prevention and problem-solving about AIDS and sexual relation problems in Nonthaburi.
ICT incubation and Preparation of Students for Industrial Work : CompTIA A+

On 18 March 2013 Asst.Prof. Chariya Hasitpanitkun, President of RMUTSB together with Ms. Suwimon Teiwasilachaikun, Deputy Director of SIPA graciously presided over the opening ceremony of ICT Incubation and Preparation of Students for Industrial Work. The training was about performing and the testing of CompTIA A+. The testing was a performance-based test. After passing the test the students moved ahead to the enterprise as a student-operator. The trainers already gained the certificate CompTIA A+ and they were all experienced people from industries and RMUTS. The training was held at the ICT Training and Testing Center of the office of Academic Resources and Information Technology RMUTSB Nonthaburi Campus.

The Faculty of Engineering and Architecture, RMUTSB cooperated with the Faculty of Engineering, King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang

The dean of engineering and architecture faculty, RMUTSB, Assoc. Prof. Napat Watjanatepin cooperated with the dean of engineering faculty, KMITL, Prof. Dr. Suchavee Suwansawat to operate the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) about the education quality assurance network. The purposes of this MOU are operating the knowledge exchange about education quality assurance and exchange of good practices for work. The MOU was signed on February 20, 2013 at the Faculty of Engineering, King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang.

MOU between RMUTSB and EIT

On 18 March 2013 Asst.Prof. Chariya Hasitpanitkun presided over RMUTSB Nonthaburi Campus in order to sign a MOU of academic and professional skills cooperation with the Engineering Institute of Thailand under H.M. the King’s Patronage (EIT) represented by Mr. Koomchok Baiyam, Director of Computer Engineering. After signing the MOU the discussion on how to develop ICT competencies of the operators with the use of an international standard was held. Also, RMUTSB is an individual member of EIT.
March 17, 2013 HRH Princess Soamsawali went to the Rajamangala University of Technology Suvarnabhumi, Ayutthaya for opening the project of medical specialty volunteers for confederate memorial his majesty the king. The Students of the Governance for Medical Administrator Program (batch#1) with the Medical Council, King Prajadhipok’s Institute and the Ministry of Health operated to glorify His Majesty the King and Her Majesty the Queen by satisfying the royal wishes about medical and public health.

This occasion, HRH Princess Soamsawali visited the “Mobile Medical Specialty Unit” and the people. The project was providing integrated services; there was screening, primary medical care to tertiary medical care and health promotion with 20 clinics such as clinic for Heart disease, gynecological disease, Trigger finger and bone density scans.

There were nearly 300 medical volunteers, almost 1,000 interdisciplinary volunteers and was attended by more than 7,000 people. This time the ophthalmologists also treated eye disease for many patients as many as possible within one hour to record in the Guinness Book of World Records as well.

Prof. Dr. Adisorn Patradul; Executive Committee of the project

The Project of Medical Specialty Volunteers Confederate
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